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Abstract

We present an interactive motion editing tool for creating dynamic scenes with human and object interaction. Our

approach solves for an optimal control problem that leverages methods for physics-based rigid body control and

kinematics-based human motion editing. Because the humans and the objects are coupled via physical contacts,

our interface allows the animator to directly change the trajectories of humans or objects and simultaneously ren-

der the effect of the edits on the entire scene. Consequently, the animator can efficiently create complex interaction

that requires precise synchronization, such as juggling. Our framework is generic to the choice of human motion

editing method, as long as the differential information of the motion can be computed.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): Computer Graphics [I.3.7]: Three-Dimensional

Graphics and Realism–Animation—

1. Introduction

A realistic depiction of human activities often involves com-

plex interaction with the environment. In character anima-

tion, the most interesting and entertaining scenes, such as

juggling seven balls or pitching and hitting a baseball, usu-

ally require the character to have meticulous control and

skillful manipulation with passive objects. To create such a

dynamic scene with complex human-object interaction, the

passive objects must move according to the laws of physics

while synchronizing temporally and spatially with human

activities. Likewise, the character’s movement must appear

both controlled and agile when manipulating the objects.

Most existing techniques in computer graphics only pro-

vide a partial solution to this problem. Motion capture edit-

ing techniques have demonstrated the ability to synthesize

realistic human motion. However, complex scenarios with

human-object interaction are often difficult to acquire from

the real world, because the motion quality directly depends

on the capability of the performer. Even if one manages to

capture both the human activity and the object motion in the

scene, modifying such an animation is exceedingly challeng-

ing because any small modification can cause a dynamic in-

consistency between the human and the objects. In contrast,

physical simulation is a powerful tool to synthesize realistic
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passive objects [Bar89,Bar91]. Modifying the simulation re-

sults can also be achieved effectively using optimal control

techniques [PSE∗00]. Nevertheless, the dynamic controllers

to date still fall short of producing most human activities, let

alone handling precisely controlled interaction with objects.

Many state-of-the-art commercial animation tools provide

a physics simulator to generate object motion, but require the

animator to manually align and synchronize the simulated

results with the character motion. Since the animator has to

adjust the objects and the characters in two separate steps

using two different methods, it takes a tremendous amount

of manual editing and parameter tuning to synthesize dy-

namic human-object interaction. In light of the limitations

of the current tools, we introduce a new animation tech-

nique that allows the animator to intuitively create complex

scenes by simultaneously editing the objects and the charac-

ters. The animator can directly adjust the trajectories of the

objects or of the characters while the correct dynamic cou-

pling is maintained by the system. Our method interleaves

the techniques of human motion editing and rigid body con-

trol. Through physical contacts, the characters provide active

control forces to objects while the objects provide kinematic

constraints to the characters.

Based on the previous work on interactive control of rigid

bodies [PSE∗00], we include the parameters of the character

motion as part of the control variables for simulating rigid

bodies. Using a differential update procedure, our method
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computes the new parameters of the character motion that

achieves the desired update of object motion. Our framework

is generic to any human motion editing algorithm whose out-

put motion can be expressed as a differentiable function of

the motion parameters. We describe two simple motion edit-

ing algorithms to demonstrate the generality of our frame-

work.

Our approach provides a few key advantages. First, the

input human motion need not be precise because it will be

modified according to the desired interaction with the ob-

jects. Consequently, input human motion can be approxi-

mately captured or animated by amateurs. Second, animat-

ing human-object interaction can be done by simply edit-

ing the objects. The system will automatically produce the

character motion via coupled dynamic equations of motion.

This allows the animator to focus on the high-level seman-

tics of the animation, rather than adjusting detailed joint an-

gles or control parameters. Third, solving the problem of hu-

man motion editing and rigid body control simultaneously

is in fact simpler than solving them individually. Through

interaction, the character simplifies the control of rigid bod-

ies by providing active control to an under-actuated system,

whereas the objects simplify the human motion editing by

providing kinematic constraints to an under-determined op-

timization.

2. Related Work

Editing motion capture data is an active research area as the

number of applications grows in the entertainment industry.

Among the most difficult motions to modify is the physi-

cal interaction with the environment. To achieve physical ef-

fects of human-environment interaction from motion capture

data, researchers have proposed methods for synthesizing

motions that respond to external forces [AOF05, YPvdP05,

ZMCF05], manipulate sustained contacts [LCL06], or inter-

act with other characters [SKSY08, KHKL09]. These meth-

ods directly capture human-environment interaction and

make minimal modification on the acquired motion data.

Consequently, a large dataset of motion is often required

to capture sufficient variability in the interaction. This ap-

proach becomes impractical when applied to human-object

interaction, because dynamic interaction with passive ob-

jects is difficult to capture and the amount of data that cov-

ers all possible interactions is astronomical. Our method cir-

cumvents these issues by allowing the animator to intuitively

edit the input motion after acquisition and using physics sim-

ulation to achieve variability in motion.

Kinematic methods for editing motion sequences have

been widely studied and applied in character animation.

Whether it is modifying a single input sequence [WP95,

BW95, Gle97, LS99] or interpolating multiple sequences

[RCB98, PB02, KG04, MK05], these method effectively

change the input data according to user-specified constraints.

Combined with planning algorithms that compute the trajec-

tories of objects, kinematics methods can synthesize manip-

ulation tasks of objects [KKKL94, YKH04]. These methods

only work when the objects are fully actuated by the human

(e.g. an object in a force-closure grasp). To manipulate dy-

namically varying passive objects, it is very difficult, if pos-

sible, to specify the character’s kinematic constraints con-

sistent with the object motion under the laws of physics. Our

method does not need to explicitly set kinematic constraints

on the character because we enforce the dynamic coupling

between the character and objects.

Researchers in robotics have designed various controllers

for robot interaction and manipulation of objects in a dy-

namic environment [AR87, And89, SA93, RK94] (among

many). Because these controllers are carefully engineered

for special tasks, modifying the resulting motion requires

tuning of a large number of unintuitive control parameters.

Consequently, it is difficult to adapt these methods to the

purpose of computer animation where the animator needs

to make frequent changes to the objects and the characters.

Khatib and Sentis [Kha87, SK05] used operational-space

formulation to control multiple operational tasks. Abe and

Popović [AP06] applied the idea of operational-space con-

trol to computer animation and demonstrated that simple

manipulation tasks can be achieved by directing the charac-

ter towards prescribed positions or trajectories, such as the

desired motion of manipulated objects. Our method takes

one step further by allowing the user to directly modify the

object trajectories at any given time. However, our system

does not model the dynamic responses of the human induced

by the impact of the objects.

Our work also builds upon prior art on control of passive

dynamic systems. Researchers have applied various tech-

niques to control rigid bodies [PSE∗00, TJ08], smoke and

water [TMPS03, FL04], and deformable objects [WMT06,

BP08]. Our method is inspired by the interactive control in-

terface for manipulating rigid body simulations [PSE∗00].

This framework used a few physical parameters to control

the simulation of passive objects. Our method extends their

work to edit both human and object motion simultaneously.

By coupling human motion in the dynamic equations of mo-

tion, the optimal control of simulated rigid bodies becomes

more feasible, as human motion provides many additional

control variables to the optimization problem.

3. Overview

We present an interactive animation interface to create dy-

namic scenes of human-object interaction. Based on an op-

timal control framework, our approach simultaneously syn-

thesizes dynamically coupled character and object motions.

The interface allows the animator to directly edit the trajec-

tories of the characters or of the objects to create interesting

interaction such as juggling.

Our work is built upon the previous work on interactive
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control of simulated rigid bodies [PSE∗00], reviewed in Sec-

tion 4. We extend this framework to handle interaction be-

tween rigid bodies and humans in Section 5. Our framework

is generic to any human motion editing algorithm, as long

as the differential information of the motion can be com-

puted. We describe two simple motion editing algorithms

to demonstrate the generality of our optimal control frame-

work. Finally, we describe the features that facilitate the pro-

cess of making animation, including trajectory editing and

constraints (Section 6).

4. Review: Optimal control for rigid body simulation

We give a brief overview of the optimal control problem

for rigid body simulation. For complete details, we refer the

reader to [PSE∗00, Pop01].

The state of the rigid body is represented as q ≡
(x,r,v,ω)T , where x ∈ ℝ

3 is the position, r is a quaternion

representing the orientation, v∈ℝ3 is the linear velocity and

ω ∈ ℝ
3 is the angular velocity.

The time evolution of the rigid body in a free-flight is gov-

erned by the following ordinary differential equation:

d

dt
q(t) = F(t,q(t),u) (1)

where F is derived from Newton’s laws of motion and u de-

notes the set of parameters to control the simulation, e.g. ini-

tial position and velocity of the body. Integrating this equa-

tion from time t0 to t f , we get:

q(t f ) = q(t0)+
∫ t f

t0

F(t,q(t),u)dt (2)

The above equation does not incorporate collisions since

a collision introduces discontinuity in the simulation and

needs to be handled separately. The states just before and

after a collision at time tc, q(t−c ) and q(t+c ) respectively, are

related by the following equation:

q(t+c ) = q(t−c )+ I(q(t−c ),u) (3)

where I is the impulse of the collision. For example, in the

case of collision of a sphere with a static plane, the resulting

velocity of the sphere v+ after the collision is given by:

v+ = v−− (1+ r)(v−.n̂)n̂ (4)

where r is the coefficient of restitution and n̂ is the nor-

mal of the plane. In this case, impulse I =−(1+ r)(v−.n̂)n̂.

For the general case of collision of two rigid bodies, refer

to [Pop01].

To add more degrees of freedom to the simulation, physi-

cal parameters like coefficient of restitution and normal vec-

tor are included in the control vector u, making the impulse

directly dependent on u. We group these parameters includ-

ing the initial state and denote them by ur. Therefore, the

current set of control parameters u = {ur}.

Now, the state of the rigid body at any time can be ab-

stractly written in terms of a simulation function as:

q(t) = S(t,u) (5)

This simulation function is composed of free flight functions

between the collisions (Equation 2) and collision resolution

functions at the collisions (Equation 3). In an interactive

framework, the user changes the state of the rigid body at

time ti, δq(ti). The optimal control problem aims at comput-

ing the required change in control variables δu such that the

user changes are realized:

δq(ti) =
∂S(ti,u)

∂u
δu (6)

This is a linear equation in the unknowns δu. Solving si-

multaneously for n such user changes with many control

parameters is an under-constrained problem. Therefore, the

user can weight the change in control variables leading to

a quadratic objective function δuDδu. The resulting opti-

mization problem can be written as:

argmin
δu

δuDδu

subject to
{

δq(ti) =
∂S(ti,u)

∂u
δu, i = 1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ,n (7)

Once δu is solved, the existing control vector u is updated

by taking a small step:

u← u+ εδu (8)

5. Human motion editing

To incorporate human motion in the simulation, we extend

the optimal control framework described in Section 4 by in-

cluding human motion parameters as part of control vector

u. The change of human motion is dynamically coupled with

the change of object motion via Equation 6.

We represent an articulated character’s skeleton in re-

duced coordinates with 1 to 3 rotation degrees of freedom

(DOFs) for each joint and 6 DOFs for the root of the hierar-

chy including global translation and rotation. In our exam-

ples, the joint configuration is represented by a total of 42

DOFs. The value of jth DOF h j at time sample tk is repre-

sented as h j(tk). The joint configuration of the character at

tk is represented as h(tk). The input motion H for a char-

acter is represented as a sequence of these DOFs in time

{h(t0),h(t1), ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ,h(tn−1)}.

Unlike rigid bodies, we do not physically simulate human

motion. Instead, we use a kinematic method to edit the input

motion H. Our framework can work with any algorithm for

human motion editing, as long as we can represent a joint

angle configuration h as a differentiable function of the mo-

tion parameters included in u. We first introduce a primitive

local joint angle editing method, and then we enhance it with

a linear motion blending technique.
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5.1. Spline-based joint angle editing

Since human motion is usually smooth, we use a sparse rep-

resentation for time sequences of DOFs rather than using

samples at every frame. In our implementation, we fit cubic

splines to each of the DOFs. This gives us an advantage of

representing DOFs in a continuous and differentiable man-

ner while approximating the samples well with much less

number of control points (representing the spline). We place

the control points for each of the DOF at every 10-15 frames

of the original motion. We denote the control points for DOF

h j as c j . The set of control points for all the DOFs h is de-

noted as c. Note that for any time t, the value of the DOF

depends on a local neighborhood of control points (four in

our case).

The human-object interaction happens when objects are

in contact with human body parts. Because the human mo-

tion can introduce contacts, remove contacts, and determine

the normal direction and the velocity at contact, we include

the control points of human motion c in the control vector

u for rigid body simulation (Equation 5), along with control

parameters ur, i.e. u = {c,ur}. The impulse equation (Equa-

tion 3) can be re-written as:

q(t+c ) = q(t−c )+ I(q(t−c ),qh(t
−
c ,u),u) (9)

where qh is the state (position, velocity etc.) of the human

body part in contact at the time of collision tc. Given the

joint configuration h(t−c ;c), qh can be computed using the

transformation hierarchy of the human skeleton. Our current

method does not synthesize passive reaction of the human

due to the impact from a collision.

5.2. Linear motion blending

Motion editing method described in the previous section pro-

duces only local and small-scale changes in each DOF. To

synthesize long-duration or contact changes, we use a mo-

tion blending technique to continuously interpolate a set of

motion clips.

Suppose we have two motion clips, H and H′, as input. We

begin by selecting a set of corresponding keyframes in H and

H′. The first and last keyframes in H define the time interval

[ts, te]. Based on the selected keyframes, H′ is aligned and

time warped such that the time of the corresponding events

coincide with that in H.

We introduce a parameter α to interpolate between mo-

tions H and H′ in time interval [ts, te], yielding a new motion

Hα :

Hα (α ,c,c′) = (1−α)H(c)+αH′(c′). (10)

where c and c′ are the control points for motion H and H′

respectively. These control parameters from human motion

Hα are added to the control vector u, i.e. u = {α ,c,c′,ur}.
Given desired user changes, these parameters are computed

in the optimization (Equation 7) such that the interpolated

motion satisfies user edits. To facilitate larger changes in α ,

we appropriately scale it in the optimization process. To en-

sure the smooth transition in and out of interval [ts, te], we

blend the interpolated motion Hα with H or H′ (as desired)

outside this interval.

This interpolation scheme can be applied to multiple mo-

tion clips. We assume that these motions are stylistically dif-

ferent but performing similar actions in the interpolated time

interval. In addition, interpolation changes will occur while

editing only if the user edits can be interpolated by the input

motion clips. For example, if the input motion clips include

a leaning forward sequence, the juggler will interpolate that

action to reach forward as the animator drags the hand fur-

ther away from him. On the other hand, if the animator drags

the hand in the sideways direction, there is no interpolated

motion that lies close to that change. Therefore, the original

motions will be modified without α being changed.

This interpolation can cause certain artifacts in the

blended motion at contacts such as feet slippage. This can

be corrected as a post processing operation on the synthe-

sized motion.

6. Interactive control interface

Our interface provides two features to allow the animator to

efficiently edit complex dynamic scenes with human-object

interaction.

6.1. Trajectory editing

The animator can directly pose the human by dragging any

parts of the body in the Cartesian space. Our system will au-

tomatically update the joint trajectories and the object mo-

tion accordingly. The control points c (part of the control

vector u) are adjusted for each DOF such that the δqh spec-

ified by the animator is satisfied. We include the following

linear constraint in the optimization (Equation 7):

δqh =
∂qh(ti,u)

∂u
δu (11)

The animator can also change the state of the objects such

as position and orientation at any time instance. The con-

straint for this manipulation is given by Equation 6. This

change in the state depends on the control variables of hu-

man motion through Equation 9. The computed change δu

may violate any prior edits made by the animator; therefore,

constraints can be added to preserve these while editing as

discussed in the next section (Section 6.2).

In practice, these two types of trajectory editing provide

different advantages to facilitate the animating process. Edit-

ing object trajectories allows the animator to directly manip-

ulate in the task space, significantly simplifying the process

of animating human with a large number of DOFs. On the

other hand, the ability to pose human directly can be very
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useful for refining the animation. Our system provides this

precise control while shielding the animator from tuning any

unintuitive physical parameters.

6.2. Constraints

The optimal control framework (Equation 7) is generic to

any constraint formulated as a function of δu. To facilitate

more precise control in motion synthesis, our framework

allows the animator to enforce the following types of con-

straints:

Grasp constraint: Apart from passively colliding with the

objects, the animator can choose to grasp the object once the

collision has been detected. During the grasping, the state

of the object is defined by the state of the human body part

it is in contact with i.e. q(t) = qh(t,u), tc ≤ t ≤ t f . After

a user-specified grasping duration, the object follows free

flight motion as in Equation 2. The initial state of this free

flight segment is given by the state of the grasping body part

qh(t f ,u), which depends on human control variables c.

State constraint: Similar to the constraints between rigid

bodies described in [PSE∗00], the animator can choose to

constrain the state of the object or the human body part at

some specified time ti. The constraint is written as in Equa-

tion 6. This constraint can be used to fix the position of an

object in space or control the change in its position or veloc-

ity as directed by the user.

Collision constraint: The animator can choose to maintain

a collision between a human body part and the object by con-

straining the relative change in positions. The timing of the

collision tc and the contact position in the world coordinates

are free to change as they depend on the control vector u.

The constraint can be written as:

0 = δ (q(tc(u))−qh(tc(u),u))

=

((

F−
∂qh

∂ t

)

∂ tc(u)

∂u
+

∂q

∂u
−

∂qh

∂u

)

δu (12)

where F is defined in Equation 1 and
∂q
∂u

and time Jacobian
∂ tc(u)

∂u
are computed as described in [PSE∗00]. Terms

∂qh

∂ t

and
∂qh

∂u
are computed using the transformation hierarchy

of the human skeleton. If desired, the time of collision can

be fixed by zeroing out the time Jacobian term in the above

equation.

7. Results

We now present our results for interactive synthesis of var-

ious human-object interactions. An optimization (QP) is

solved at each step to compute the change in control vari-

ables. The number of variables being solved for ranges from

four to around two hundred. Our interface runs at interac-

tive rates on a single core of Intel Core2 Duo 2.8 GHz.

We demonstrate our control framework through the follow-

ing examples making use of one or more editing techniques

described in Section 6. We refer the reader to the supple-

mentary results video for complete animations and editing

demonstrations.

Soccer ball juggling. We motion captured a naive subject

mimicking the juggling of a soccer ball with his feet, knees

and head. We interactively edited the motion by editing the

trajectory of the soccer ball involved in a sequence of colli-

sions with the body parts of the virtual character. In the pro-

cess, we drastically changed the trajectory of the ball while

the system computed appropriate changes in the velocity and

position of the body part in contact with the ball. The change

in human motion is subtle in this example because a little

change in direction and speed of the human motion at the

contact can effectively adjust the object trajectories. The fi-

nal demo took 15-20 minutes to create. Figure 1 compares

the input motion of the character and the initial trajectory

of the soccer ball with the interaction synthesized using our

framework.

Figure 1: Comparison of position and trajectory of the soc-

cer ball at different time instances in the input motion se-

quence (top row) and the motion synthesized using our in-

teractive framework (bottom row).

Hand juggling three balls. The input was a crude mo-

tion with the subject arbitrarily pretending to juggle. We en-

hanced this input human motion to proficiently interact with

three juggling balls. In our final sequence, the juggler was

able to juggle three balls while handling accidental colli-

sions. In addition, he was also able to drastically change his

routine motion to save a ball. We used the following editing

features described in Section 6.

∙ Collision constraints: We edited each contact of the ball

and the hand sequentially. However, manipulating the tra-

jectory of the ball can easily affect the previously edited

contacts or cause uncalled-for collisions with other balls.

We used a floating collision constraint such that an edited

contact between the hand and the ball can be preserved

during later editing.
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∙ Grasp constraints: In addition to impulsive contacts, we

manipulated the trajectory of the objects by applying a

grasp constraint and releasing it at user-defined time in-

stances.

∙ Human trajectory edits: Since the trajectories of the balls

were fairly close to each other, collisions were inevitable.

In the process, we made some minor adjustments by di-

rectly dragging the human body parts to avoid some col-

lisions.

∙ Motion blend: To add interesting interaction in the se-

quence, we “forced” the juggler to make a bad throw. The

resulting sequence is an interpolated motion between a

normal catch and a forward-leaning catch.

It took 30-40 minutes of user interaction to synthesize the

full sequence. Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) compare a snap-

shot of the captured motion with the interaction synthesized

by our framework.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Comparison of the original motion capture and

the human-object interaction synthesized by our interactive

framework.

Multiple characters interacting via objects. Our interface

can also synthesize dynamic scenes with multiple charac-

ters. Because these characters are interacting with one an-

other through the contacts with objects, changing one char-

acter’s motion will modify the object motion, which in turn

changes other characters. We demonstrate a baseball pitch-

ing and batting example. We interactively repositioned the

batter, while the pitching motions and blending factor were

both changed accordingly, resulting in a new interpolated

pitching motion and baseball trajectory. We also synthesized

a sequence of two characters juggling six balls together. The

editing complexity for this example was increased due to

presence of many balls in the air at the same time. We edited

both the trajectories of the balls and hands to maintain proper

grasps and avoid uncalled-for collisions. Figure 2(c) shows

a snapshot from the synthesized sequence.

8. Conclusions

We presented an intuitive animation interface for creating

dynamic scenes with complex human-object interaction. Our

approach solves for the problems of human motion editing

and rigid body control simultaneously via dynamic equa-

tions that couple the movement of the characters and the ob-

jects. As a result, the animator can directly edit the trajecto-

ries of characters or objects while the correct dynamic cou-

pling is maintained. Our method is generic to various human

motion editing algorithms, as long as the joint configuration

can be expressed as a differentiable function of the motion

parameters. We have demonstrated that two different human

motion editing methods, spline-based joint editing and lin-

ear motion blending, can be easily applied to the proposed

optimal control framework.

Our results show that joint trajectories and blending fac-

tors are automatically modified as the animator changes the

object trajectories. Our primitive motion editing methods

produce smooth recovery motion, but do not guarantee the

modified human motion to be realistic or natural when the

user makes large deviation from the original motion. Fur-

thermore, our current implementation is not able to handle

the situations when the animator specifies an interaction that

cannot be achieved by the input motion. One future direc-

tion is to incorporate physics-based human motion editing

methods or leverage more motion data.

Our framework also suffers from inherent limitations of

differential updates. Since constraints are linearized in the

change of control vector, large steps may cause divergence in

updates. Owing to non-linearity of the problem, this approx-

imation results in slow drift in the constraints (Section 6.2)

which may eventually get violated after repeated updates.

Our current implementation limits us to work in continuous

domain for differential updates. A potential future direction

is to incorporate a discrete search for human motion editing

similar to the method proposed by Kim et al. [KHKL09].

Kinematics-based human motion editing simplifies the

dynamic relation between the object and the human. The

main drawback, however, is that the human does not respond

to the impact of collision. We could instead use a physically

simulated character by treating the character as an articu-

lated rigid-body system actuated by some control variables.

The linear approximation in differential updates would result

in extremely small step sizes for updates (Equation 8) due to

a highly nonlinear relation between object motion and hu-

man actuators. Furthermore, simulating human motion after

each update would be computationally expensive. Design-

ing new algorithms to compute the differential updates effi-

ciently and accurately for a dynamically controlled character

can be a challenging future direction.
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